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CHARGE

• “to lead a robust community process to evaluate whether or not to 
light the Williamsburg synthetic fields.” 

• “Included in that evaluation, although not limited to these topics, 
shall be whether the environmental, noise and light spillage impacts 
of, for the first time, lighting one or two fields at Williamsburg can be 
mitigated sufficiently to preserve the character of the neighborhood 
and provide a reasonable quality of life to the nearest neighbors –
both those whose property abuts the Williamsburg property and 
those who live across N. 36th street from the site.”



MUSCO'S PROPOSAL

• 2 Options: HID (High Intensity Discharge) and LED (Lighting Emitting 
Diode)

• HID: primary source for sports lighting for several decades

• LED: recommended over HID for greater ability to keep the glare/spill 
off the property line

• Recommended: 6 poles, 80ft, 30fc, 5700K 



AREAS OF CONSIDERATION

• Impacts to programs and uses:
• Impacts to current level of public services provided to County residents 
• Analysis and mitigation of impacts on the surrounding neighborhood 
• Opportunities to combine multiple priority programs and uses on the fields 
• Hours of operations 
• Compliance and enforcement of permitted use 

• Site considerations: 
• Impacts to undisturbed natural areas 
• Compatible with neighborhood context and surroundings 
• Sufficient open/recreational space to support site uses and community needs 

• Fiscal and Timing Considerations: 
• Added costs due to complicated construction, phasing, mitigation of impacts, and/or 

maintenance of existing county programs and uses 
• Ability to complete a project within the necessary timeframe



FACT FINDING 

• Neighborhood Character

• Lighting Effects

• Public Health Impacts

• Noise

• Traffic

• Environmental Impacts

• Field Utilization

• Mitigation



WFWG RECOMMENDATIONS

• No consensus!

•Open to Lighting

•Opposed to Lighting



Every Park is for Everybody

“As with all Arlington County projects, a goal is to strive 

to balance the needs and interests of the immediate 

community with those of the broader Arlington 

Community. All parties must be adequately heard and 

served.  Finding that right balance is the tough part.”



The Sports Commission respectfully recognizes those varying opinions, 

and it also seeks to reinforce the notion that the entire Arlington 

community has primary “ownership” of public facilities.….Ideally all 

parties are in agreement, but when this is not the case, the Sports 

Commission believes that Arlington County facilities, and the planning 

processes that produce them, need to represent the interests of all 

County residents.

Excerpt from the Arlington Sports Commission

Position Statement for Planning Process 



Most Synthetic 
Fields are in 
Central and 
South Arlington



Most Lighted 
Fields are in 
Central and 
South Arlington

25% of ASA’s 
Recreational 
soccer players live 
within 1.5 miles of 
the fields at 
Williamsburg 
Middle School!





Players squeezed onto two fields at Long Bridge Park for ASA’s Monday Skills clinics.  



Projected Annual Hours Gained with Lights at Williamsburg Fields

Hours gained 
per field with 
lights

Number of 
full size fields

People per field 
(low capacity)

People per 
field (high 
capacity)

People per 
field (high 
capacity)

Person/hours 
gained (high 
capacity)

Curfew time 
9pm

293 2 30 100 17,580 9 p.m. 58,600

Curfew time 
10pm

532 2 30 100 31,920 10 p.m. 106,400

Curfew time 
11pm

779 2 30 100 46,740 11 p.m. 155,800

Hours gained figures come from a 10-4-16 email from DPR updating these calculations based on field usage since 
converting to turf.



Environmental Options Mechanical Options Scheduling Options Partnership Options

• Plant more and denser trees and 
ground cover between the field and 
neighbors.

• Consider buffer options such as 
panels, berms.

• Coordinate a package discount for 
neighbors who want to put up fences

• Develop grant program for neighbors 
to purchase internal mitigation such 
as blinds, shades and white noise 
devices.

• Phase lights settings so that 
less bright lighting is closest 
to neighbors, reducing light 
spillage even more.

• Lower light intensity, color or 
temperature based on data to 
reduce light impact

• Mandate carpooling/number of cars per game
• Limit evening hours to 10 p.m.(11 p.m. is 

County standard for lighted fields)
• Adjust closure times for weekdays and 

weekends
• Seasonal restrictions (e.g.; limited light during 

winter and summer months)
• Limit special events after 6 p.m. (11 p.m. is 

County standard for lighted fields)
• Limit for only youth play (assuming youth are 

quieter)
• Limit for only adult play (adults bring fewer 

spectators
• Limit field use to affiliated leagues
• Day restrictions (e.g.; no more than 2 - 3 

nights to 10:30)
• Staggered start times (practices/games)

• Develop Friends of Williamsburg Field 
Coordinate Ongoing Communication

• Committee meets regularly to discuss 
operational concerns and issues and 
to interface with user groups and staff 
as needed

• Develop Hotline for residents to 
provide feedback directly to user 
groups regarding issues and concerns.

• Facilities communication with 
programmed groups vs. un-
programmed uses

• More accountability
• Eliminates distrusted middleman

Mitigating the Impact of Lights



Mitigation Factors Used at Other County Locations

• Provide facility monitor onsite for supervision during games

• Limit number of special events per year (YCA)

• Coordinate APS and County special events onsite to reduce impact on community (YCA)

• Limit the number of evenings for the lights to extend to 10:30 p.m. or 11:00 p.m. (YCA)

• Adjust starting times to reflect a 9:00 a.m. start on weekends as opposed to at 8:30 a.m. 
(YCA)

• Adjust hours according to seasonal use (YCA)

• Standing Committee to address community use issues (YCA)

• Onsite facility monitor when synthetic fields are in operation during the evenings and 
weekend (YCA)

• Explore reducing the Kelvin temperature or Foot Candle of the lights 

• No use of any type of public address system  

• Adjust spectator  seating for small sided games

YCA = Agreement with Yorktown Civic Association



County Public Health Concluded Minimal/No Adverse Health Effects
• “Natural eye defense mechanisms” will protect the retina from overexposure to blue 

light from 5700K LED lights
• Health effects from glare are unlikely with proper lighting design
• Players and coaches may experience sleep delay, but it is expected to be short-lived 

because exposure is not that frequent.
• Nighttime play creates more opportunity for healthful exercise for the youth and mostly 

adults who will play at night. 

Detrimental Effects Not Proven for Proposed Light Installation 
• No studies have explicitly evaluated the health effects of outdoor sports field lighting 
• Studies that suggest potential negative effects on melatonin or sleep levels focused on 

longer term exposure in indoor lighting situations. 
• AMA study concerns street lighting not field lighting. Recommends no more than 3000K 

and/or additional protective shielding for streets. 
• AMA study does not specify address the time length of exposure.



Despite health concerns raised by neighbors, the 

actual detrimental effects have not been proven for 

the type of installation being proposed. To the 

extent there are some health risks, they can be 

minimized because of assurances by the vendor that 

there will be no light spill or glare. 

--Arlington County Public Health Division



Factors to Balance….
• More recreational field space and time
• Interest in facility development in north Arlington
• Net decrease in traffic across the County by enabling field use 

closer to where users live
• Leverage County’s investment in turf via greater use
• Neighbors’ need for peace and quiet
• Respect for changes already imposed on neighborhood
• Concerns regarding potential health issues (immature 

technology)
• Recognition of neighbors’ distrust of mitigation enforcement



Presentation to the 
Arlington County 

Sports Commission

WFWG Members 
Opposed to Field Lights

December 22, 2016
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Lights at WMS 
Conflict with GLUP 

Goals
• County Land Use Plan Goals:

• Preserving & Enhancing Residential 
Neighborhoods

• Protecting Environmentally Important 
Natural Areas

• One of 4 Key Issues to Decide
• Ground zero in debate over whether 

commitment to preserve residential 
neighborhoods is real

• Should claims of sole source lighting 
vendor be accepted on blind faith?

• Ignore or take seriously human health 
risks?

• Is effective mitigation possible?
2



Character of the WMS Neighborhood
• Among lowest density/most strictly zoned 

neighborhoods in County: single family 
homes only,  no commercial 

• Homes closer to fields than at any location 
not previously lighted. Property line just 75 
feet away

• Abundant wildlife

Arlington County Zoning Ordinance governs 
WMS:

“The purpose of the S-3A [applicable to WMS 
fields], Special District is to encourage the 
retention of certain properties in a relatively 
undeveloped state”
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WMS Neighborhood: 
Quiet and Dark at Night
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Scenic Vista at WMS
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• Near doubling of student population 
• Construction of DES

• 28 relocatable WMS classrooms

• Traffic from 2 morning drop-off & 2 
afternoon pick-up times

2016 ATD 
Traffic Count 
Data; Trips 
Per Night; 

171

2012 Toole Traffic Count Data; 
Trips Per Night; 17
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WMS Neighborhood Has Absorbed Significant 
Change To Help Meet Community Needs

• Community use of new high-
school-size gym at night

• Dramatic increase in use of & noise 
from synthetic fields

• Nighttime traffic on N 36th St 
between 7 and 11 PM has 
increased almost ten-fold

• Only quiet time is after sundown
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Daytime Field Use Noise Levels
Would Be Unacceptable at Night

• When fields are fully used - noise 
spikes to 60-75  decibels on 
neighboring decks. This happens up to 
a dozen times per minute. Readings 
above 60 dB are also common 
indoors. 

• Current nighttime neighborhood 
background noise readings measure 
27 decibels
• Decibel scale is logarithmic, thus 67 dB is 

a 10,000-fold increase in audio power 
(versus 27 dB)

• County’s nighttime noise standard is 
55 dB but fields are exempt, meaning 
no enforcement
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Nancy Clanton, a Top National Lighting 
Engineer, Says Proposed Lights Will:

• Create glare 2-3 times national & 
international standards (much more 
on humid evenings)

• Produce light levels 20-30 times those 
of street lights

• Increase human health & 
environmental risks

• Violate International Dark Sky 
Association’s “Dark Sky” standards 
(which County has pledged to meet)

• Not achieve goal of preserving 
neighborhood character & reasonable 
quality of life 
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Proposed Field Lights

• Highest intensity (5700K) LED field 
lights in Arlington

• More intense than streetlights that 
residents of Queens and Brooklyn, NY 
refused to tolerate, prompting Mayor 
to tone them down 

Impossible to verify Musco’s claims re: 
glare: vendor refuses to release 
photometric data

• Musco’s OH site, which is most like 
WMS, produces “eye-aching” glare 
according to neighbors.
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Musco Has Not Been Forthcoming

• No photometric data

• No construction, operation & maintenance plans to protect APS property, 
including Western woods. 
• Please watch Musco film clip showing size of poles, arrays & construction vehicles and space 

required for installation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAqJBM0qm6U.

• WMS baseball diamond & DES parking lot would be badly damaged & significant part of 
Western woods would need to be taken out.

• Musco wrote US Soccer Foundation Lighting Standards guidebook then failed to 
provide aiming and critical glare angles affecting player safety. 

• All of Musco’s proposed light pole locations violate player safety standards.
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Human Health Risks

• According to AMA, blue lights less intense 
than those proposed for WMS are 
“associated with reduced sleep time, 
nighttime awakenings, impaired daytime 
functioning,” and disability & discomfort 
glare.

Council on Science & Public Health

• Dr. George Brainard and Dr. Mario Motta, co-authors of 2012 AMA 
report and major contributors to 2016 AMA report on health risks 
associated with blue LED lights, agree with Clanton report that 5700K 
sports lights are not appropriate for neighborhood athletic fields.
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Environmental Impacts

• AMA:  60% of nocturnal species (e.g. owls, 
fox, bats, fireflies found in WMS wooded 
area) are at risk from high-Kelvin lights

• Michael Galvin, President of American Society 
of Consulting Arborists, visited the WMS site. 
His conclusions:

• Minimum of 1-2 trees and 55 linear feet of 
canopy in WMS western woods (marked in 
white) would need to be removed for 
construction, operation and maintenance of the 
S3 pole.

• High probability that from 1 to 2 dozen mature 
and newly planted trees will be destroyed in 
order to construct, operate and maintain pole S3
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Severe Increase in Traffic and Noise 
on North 36th Street

• Already 10-fold traffic increase since 2012

• DPR has provided 6 conflicting estimates of hours gained from lighting fields.  
Reality: no one knows.

• Using consistent assumptions, when fields are fully utilized (to 10:30 pm curfew), 
we calculate the result would be an additional 468 to 668 vehicle trips per night 
and double that number of headlights blazing into living and bedrooms of homes 
on No. 36th & surrounding streets.

• Starting of engines, car horns, car alarms and lock indicators emanating from the 
parking areas will also greatly increase nighttime noise.

• Result: children can’t sleep at night.
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Field Capacity

• Adult rectangular field use has declined since 2013 and is now below 2012 
levels

• Existing lighted fields only used 40-50% of the time after 9 PM
• Why install, highest intensity field lights so close to neighboring properties (75’ to 

goal line, <60 feet to light pole) when adult use is declining and existing lighted  fields 
are not close to being fully used, even between 9 and 10 pm?

• Potential ways to increase field capacity for kids:
• Put new lighted fields where affected neighborhoods want them, a new lighted field 

at Long Bridge
• Add synthetic turf at existing lighted grass fields 
• Install synthetic turf and upgrade existing lights at Kenmore
• Install synthetic turf at many of County’s most heavily utilized Bermuda grass fields
• ASA has list of 10 fields they want to light: what are the other 8?
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Mitigation

• Can fields be lit & still preserve neighborhood character and quality of life. 
Can mitigation work?
• Light Pollution – Musco’s “best case” scenario exceeds applicable standards for glare by 

100-200%  Why opt for design Musco says would be worse? 
• Curfews: Young kids bedtimes are 7:30 - 8 pm; 9 -10 pm curfews are too late
• Noise: Exempt from any standards. No enforcement 
• Environment: Installation of lights would destroy significant part of WMS wooded area,  

wildlife habitat, scenic vista and trees between homes and fields. Newly planted trees take 
decades to grow. 

• MOA’s: No legal standing; community lacks voting power; lighting advocates on County 
staff have final say when disputes occur.

• No one wants to live behind black out curtains, walls like Route 66, trapped indoors with 
windows shut tight.

• Fairfax County: mitigation rarely works when adding lights to existing field. 
Decision: to light or not to light despite inability to mitigate
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Conclusion 

• Clanton: impacts cannot be effectively mitigated at this site. 
• Environmental damage will occur
• Health & player safety will be at risk
• Precedent will be set sole source vendor can withhold crucial facts

• Neighborhood trust already betrayed twice: 
• 1. In 2005 when language slipped into PSMP Appendix with no public discussion
• 2. In July 2013, when APS & County staff made deal with community - no synthetic turf & no 

lights. Six weeks later deal was broken.

• Now, having installed synthetic turf, right thing to do is say “NO” to 
proposal for field lights at WMS.
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NEXT STEPS

Continue work on:

• Field Utilization Model

• Final Report

• Sports Comm. – 12/22/16

• County Board Work Session – January 2017 (TBD)

• Final Report to County Board – February 2017

• Use Permit Amendment – May 2017 County Board


